
Video Gallery – Vimeo and YouTube
Gallery
https://wpdemo.net/demos/plugins/smart-grid-gallery

A responsive multifunctional video gallery plugin with multiple ways and designs for
uploading and displaying a video.

Upload the plugin on your WordPress dashboard and create any of these video
galleries:

YouTube Gallery
Vimeo Gallery
Video Gallery Mix

Origin Code Youtube Gallery has 7 refreshing views. Each view is made by after
consulting with top marketers and designers, so select the one which will match the
best for your WordPress website.

Plugin allows you to create a video gallery for WordPress. Video Gallery looks very
impressive and functional.

The process of creating a video gallery only takes a few minutes and created gallery
can be displayed on any page or post by means of WordPress shortcode.

Upload a video
Write a title
Add description
Give some link

Video Gallery Key Features

**7 Nicely Designed Views **

Video / Content-Popup
Content Slider
Lightbox-Video Gallery
Video Slider
Thumbnails gallery View

https://wpdemo.net/demos/plugins/smart-grid-gallery?utm_source=wpdemo.net&utm_medium=pdf&utm_content=1087


Justified gallery View
Blog Style View

Hundreds of Design Options

General Options and Lightbox Options of Video Gallery plugin, available only in the
commercial version, allowing to make customization, change colors, font size, effects
and do many more changes.

Vimeo Gallery Option

Create the vimeo gallery by collecting the most entertaining and amazing videos,
make your website attractive. Add unlimited embed links from Vimeo and get the
vimeo gallery you want.

YouTube Gallery Option

Add unlimited Youtube URLs on your gallery and get a nice Youtube gallery for your
website posts and pages

Lightbox Option

The videos on the gallery open larger and you have the opportunity to do different
design changes.
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